Exhibition - The blaze of disaster - Stephanie Montes

Last spring, SMArt welcomed the Colombian photographer Stephanie Montes (1991) in residence at the Crochetan Theater. During her stay in Monthey, the photographer explored several themes inspired by the impavid nature. Her singular gaze has been set on our environment, to highlight the vital link that unites mankind and nature. Worrying and attractive at the same time, the universes she has immortalized instantly capture our gaze. Her landscapes, full of strangeness, emanate a feeling of solitude. At the same time, Stephanie Montes discovered moving family photographs from archives and photo albums from the Valais, which she chose for their emotional potential. Like emanations of presence, the family photographs associated with the desolate expanses thus participate in a subtle «encounter».

Varnishing
16th September 2020, 18:30, Crochetan Gallery, Monthey

Opening hours
16th September to 11th December 2020, Crochetan Theater, Monthey
Monday – Friday, 9:00-12:00, 14:00-18h: 00 and on show nights

Event
2nd October 2020, 19:00, Conference and guided tour “When nature revolts: impacts and perspectives of global changes”.

The exhibition will also be shown in an open-air exhibition during the Festival Images Vevey, from 5th to 27th September 2020.
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Soirée conférence et visite guidée
«Quand la nature se révolte:
impacts et perspectives des changements globaux»
Vendredi 2 octobre à 19h
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smartrecherche@smart.ch